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A Loving Spoonful Sweetens the Pot
through Community Partnerships
If you have ever met Lisa Martella,
you’ll know she’s passionate
about feeding people healthy,
nutritious food, with just a little
bit more – a dash of caring
support. Lisa is the Executive
Director of a non-profit society
whose mission is to ensure that
no one living with AIDS has to live
with hunger too. She knows how important it is to be
able to access healthy food during typical times if you
are unwell, or living with a chronic health condition.
As it turns out, posAbilities does too. When the
pandemic landed on our doorstep, we immediately
turned our sights to partnering with other service
providers to help us figure out how to distribute food
to those who were sheltering in place, self-isolating or
may need to go into quarantine. The folks we support
rely on the assistance of family caregivers and others to
go shopping, access local food banks and community
kitchens to meet their basic needs. All we knew in
mid-March, was that these supports were going to be
suspended for a while – months even.
Added to the uncertainty and stress it brought along
with it, was a shortage of staples due to supply chain
disruption, people stocking-up or even hoarding, and
some illegal resale activity. From toilet paper, hand
sanitizer, and face masks, to pasta, flour, canned goods
and meat – BC’ers were preparing for an extended
lockdown, as they had seen elsewhere in the world.
We asked, what can we do for those who are
vulnerable in our network? We managed
to procure goods for our residential
homes and a bit extra for others. We
were struggling with bulk purchase
facilitation, donations, storage,
freezer capacity, distribution and
personalizing our care packages.
Enter BC Housing, the crown
corporation that provides affordable
housing and rental subsidies to
some of the folks we support with
independent living. The housing
corporation quickly assessed who
was particularly vulnerable to food
insecurity, and found a way to flow

funding. They allocated $15,000 of additional funding to
persons served by posAbilities, and contracted with the
service provider of our choice - A Loving Spoonful, to
prepare free and healthy meals – 504 of them in fact!
For just $7/meal, Lisa and her team were able to
provide a frozen entrée, snacks and some additional
treats. Their team can triple or even quadruple the
value of a food package by attracting donations.
A Loving Spoonful now assists several additional
organizations like ours, and have scaled up their
production from 1,500 to 3,000 meals per week. At this
volume, they can take on donations of products that
have a short shelf life and need a quick turnaround. An
assortment of 20 types of delicious frozen meals are
offered and a dietician is part of the small staff team,
ensuring that meals accommodate various dietary
restrictions and are nutritionally balanced.
The folks on the receiving end of this goodness are
thankful and appreciative of the meals. They are also
enjoying check-ins at a safe physical distance from
members of our Aegis and SLN delivery teams. The
meals are prepared and packaged by the staff and
volunteers of A Loving Spoonful. Lisa is in her element,
and loves hearing about how this service reduces stress
in people’s lives.

“Connecting with posAbilities during this time
has further developed important community
connections. Wonderful opportunities have been
created to enhance individuals’ lives and their overall
well-being through healthy accessible food.”
A Loving Spoonful raises over 77% of its funding from
grants and direct donations, and carries a very light
administrative cost (8%). They deliver 100,000 free,
nutritious meals to men, women and children living
with HIV and AIDS in the Greater Vancouver area
each year. The average daily cost for each meal is
$4.33. This volunteer-driven charity boasts over
150 active volunteers, four full-time staff,
and two part-time staff. To learn more
and make a contribution, please
visit: www.alovingspoonful.ca

Do you have a story for our quarterly newsletter or website?
Email: communications@posAbilities.ca or call (604) 299-4001 ext. 235.

posAbilities.ca

Nothing Sparks Innovation Like a Crisis
Contributed by Vancity
Some of us are learning for the first time how isolation feels. We’ve been cut off from
colleagues, teachers, friends and family members, even the strangers we’re used to smiling
at and receiving a quick smile back in return. Meanwhile, we have neighbours who have
been facing a form of loneliness, apart-ness, and reticence since long before the new rules
of this pandemic.
posAbilities has always been focused on ‘good lives in welcoming communities’ with
services, living supports and community-building for people with developmental
disabilities. Director of Innovation Gord Tulloch has stated in the past that the organization
is “really serious about things like trying to figure out how to ensure there is a place in the
community for those we serve. We’ve been wrestling with the decades-old problems of
segregation, social stigma, and how to fill people’s days with meaning as well as things to
do.”
And, as posAbilities staff very quickly realized, “social services aren’t designed for
pandemics.”
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Gord explains how COVID-19 changed the needs of their clients: adding bulk food
purchases and distribution to the list of services they already offer; making in-person
support virtual; sourcing PPE and new technology to continue their work. It also changed
the audience itself: “We are reaching out to people with disabilities and their families,
whether they are currently in our services or not, on a neighbour-to-neighbour basis. It’s a
completely different premise for connecting with them. We are also reaching out to others
who live or work in the neighbourhood in order to build more connectivity and resiliency.”
Of course, nothing sparks innovation like a crisis. “In periods of catastrophe a number of
things can happen,” Gord notes. “One, the goodwill and generosity of so many people
surges to the forefront and our sense of solidarity with one another is reaffirmed; and two,
formal systems get shaken up, which makes space for creativity around new roles, practices
and relationships.”
With the support of Vancity and the Community Relief Fund, posAbilities introduced
and deployed a “neighbourhood organizer” role. The community-based organizers have
connected neighbours with and without disabilities, families, staff and contractors. They’ve
sourced food, supplies and supports for those sheltering in place, and engaged neighbours
in safe, outdoor activities: parking lot chalk-art, a neighborhood tree scavenger hunt,
distance knitting sessions, poetry exchanges and a free art gallery.

Remembering
Gerald Cummings
It is with heavy hearts and much sadness
that we announce the passing of Gerald
Cummings on Sunday, May 24.
Gerald lived with Sean and Shannon
MacAlister and their two young children for
the past four years. Prior to, he lived with
David and Hester Hussey for 20 years. During
his time in Shared Living, Gerald travelled
to Alaska by cruise ship, went camping,
experienced parts of the United States
visiting family, went fishing, and was not one
to decline opportunities that came his way.
He also attended Aegis for many years.
Gerald was such a kind and gentle soul, who
loved his wine and despite being both blind
and deaf, he loved to dance and jive!
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A celebration of his amazing life
will be held at a later date. Cheers
Gerald!

While Community Relief Funding kick-started the neighbourhood organizer prototype,
Gord plans for the role to endure and expand: “We’ve been trying for some time to broker
people with developmental disabilities to people and places in the community, to see them
encircled by others and contributing to the life of the community. This experience has led
us to what it could look like if we reorganized our services so they’re place-based rather
than service-based. What if delivery was tied to a neighbourhood instead of a building or
a program? How might this change how we see our role and our purpose as a community
organization? How might our relationships change or grow with other constituents of those
neighbourhoods? How might we enable local neighbourhoods to solve shared problems
and cooperate to realize opportunities, and increase local resiliency? It’s a rich and promising
question that we mean to explore and test in the coming months.”
As Director of Innovation, Gord thinks about
change, connection and opportunity all the
Be creative. Lean into your time. He sees that these current challenges
local neighbourhood.
invite all community organizations to rethink
the way they deploy and serve: “See this as
Be available to others.
an opportunity to catalyze the power and
goodwill of neighbourhoods and communities.
Make new connections and collaborations with people, businesses and organizations. Be
creative. Lean into your local neighbourhood. Be available to others.”
In March of 2020, Vancity Credit Union partnered with the Vancouver Foundation, United
Way Lower Mainland and the City of Vancouver to create the Community Response Fund -- a
rapid response to offer relief for organizations serving vulnerable members of our community
and those disproportionately impacted by COVID-19 and its economic consequences.

If you’re moved to support and encourage resilience in
organizations like posAbilities, please consider giving now at:
https://bit.ly/2XpOMIM

We’ve felt lots of love and gratitude for all of the community partners
who have stepped up during this time. These generous donations
help our essential service workers to stay safe and care for those who
are especially vulnerable at this time.
We want to send a special thank you to the folks at Parallel
49 Brewing Company for the very thoughtful and much
appreciated donation of hand sanitizer. When COVID-19 started
affecting the community, Parallel 49 wanted to give back, and
quickly got to work on a plan to use their resources to make hand sanitizer. They
partnered with Downtown Kia who generously offered up their Community Support
Vehicles to get the product out to those who need it most. This COVID-19 care package headed to the
homes of some of the folks we support. Shout out to Glenmore Printing and Vessel Packaging for
creating those labels and donating cans.
As a member of the global family, Herbaland wanted to do their part to help our community during this
trying time. Herbaland is on a mission to spread support and appreciation to those on the front-line of
the COVID-19 crisis - our hardworking healthcare workers! We are grateful for the donation of 500 bottles
of Immune Plus Gummies for our team members to help support them in this stressful and tumultuous
time. Herbaland makes delicious, natural, nutritional vitamins and supplement gummies for kids, adults,
athletes and for all your health and wellness needs. Visit them at: www.herbaland.com
A big thank you also goes out to Lordco Auto Parts for donating over 600 plastic seat covers for
our organization’s vehicles. As we continue to adapt to the challenges of COVID-19, Lordco has
always considered the health and well-being of the community a top priority. They continue to
provide essential supplies to those who keep our communities safe. Thanks Lordco!
Lasty, we would like to thank A.WARE Foundation for donating 14
boxes of disposable medical masks. Personal protective equipment
(PPE) has been a necessity to ensure our team members and
supported individuals are protected. A.WARE Foundation is dedicated
to sharing the power of art. Started by high school students from
Vancouver, they recognize the importance of creativity to students
and how it can impact their emotional, behavioural, and social needs.
We look forward to collaborating with them in the future! During
these uncertain times, A.WARE hopes to spread creativity, hope, and
support to those impacted by the pandemic. Visit their website to
learn more: https://awarefoundation.ca/

Koby Chen (A.WARE Foundation) and friends
donating masks to our programs.

Spirit Lifters
Contributed by Rosemary Schwarz, Community Inclusion Coordinator, #Limitless
I was thinking about how COVID-19 has changed life for us all, but especially for the
folks we support and how this has impacted them on so many levels. Our staff team
wanted to reach out to the #Limitless participants and let them know that we are riding
this wave of change with them. To lift their spirits, we made miniature gardens for each
individual, reflecting their personalities and interests. We also gave them a thank you
card to acknowledge them for doing their part to help flatten the curve. They were
all very pleased with their gardens and expressed what they liked about them – one
individual said thank you so many times that we lost count!
Making and delivering the gardens was a heartwarming experience from beginning
to end. I am personally grateful for this opportunity because we reconnected with the
people we support. This project also gave me the chance to get to know my
fellow team members on a deeper level. I’m very appreciative for the work that I
do and the people I get to work with.
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Stage Door
Connections
Contributed by Stage Door
During this time of isolation, it’s been hard
on the folks who usually attend the Stage
Door program. Before the pandemic hit,
we were in production for our Spring show
‘Skitageous Outrageous: Go West’. But that
abruptly came to a halt as we all had to
stay home and stay safe. And now, we sit
wondering if we’ll be able to present our
show at all - to the point where one of our
actors said we should rename the show,
‘Skitageous Outrageous: Goes Nowhere!’
Like everyone, we are following the advice
of our national and provincial health officers
as to when we will be able to return. Thank
goodness for telecommunications and the
internet – we have been staying connected
through video conferencing.
The first time we connected virtually
was like a typical day at Stage Door, with
everyone trying to talk all at once. It took
a couple of sessions for us to figure out
the technology, but mostly it was great
to see everyone and their smiling faces.
We have been talking about how to make
our meetings more creative with ideas
like character day and dress like a famous
person, tell us a joke, or wear a funny hat.
I am happy and grateful that in this time,
we are still finding ways to be creative even
though we are apart. But mostly, it’s nice
to feel the bond of connection as a group
again.
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Spreading
a Little
Kindness
Contributed by Supported
Living Network (SLN)
A homemade art card
exchange has started
between some of the
individuals in the Supported
Living Network. Three simple
ingredients went into each
personalized greeting:
kindness, imagination
and supplies already on
hand. The participants all
agreed that it is the thought
that counts.
Many individuals in SLN
lead low tech lives without
computers or devices, either
by choice, ability or access. Some also don’t have TV’s or phones, so they haven’t
been able to keep up with their social contacts and connections like others
have. We have been hearing from them that they miss the in-person warmth
of SLN weekly meal programs, the Buddy Club events, seasonal gatherings and
community inclusion programs across agencies.
There were some emotional moments from the participants when SLN workers
delivered their creations as they saw how much their friends are thinking of
them and that we are all in this together.

Exploring through Activity Kits
Always Moving,
Always Building
Contributed by Angelica and Tammy,
posAbilities Employment Service
During these challenging times, our
Employment Service has continued
providing valuable services by collaborating
creatively with the people we help support.
Our job candidates have benefited from
their own flexibility and input by grabbing
hold of change and technology to add to
their skill base and employability. One of
those people is Angelica. Angelica has run
with using technology as a communication
tool and as a learning resource. She is
familiar with using her phone and computer
to look at opportunities, check email, watch
videos, interact with others, and complete
activities.
Angelica has used virtual meetings on
different platforms and has taken initiative
with problem solving, communication,
building her skills and setting herself up
for success. Angelica does all of this while
throwing in a bit of whip with her witty
sense of humor. These skills Angelica
is building can only add to her diverse
portfolio of transferable job skills. An
amazing job has been done by our team
and collaborators to move forward in a
positive and productive direction. Always
moving forward, always building!

Contributed by Emily Hein, Community Connector, Building Caring
Communities
Building Caring Communities (BCC) has been working with the Explore team
to find news ways to connect with the people we support who don’t have the
skills or technology to get online.
We quickly identified the people we work with who were isolated and lacked a
way to explore new things. For some who live alone, or with their family, they
lacked the skills or support to join our online events through comakedo.ca.
We came up with some activity kits we could bring to people’s homes. These
kits can be used to keep people engaged, get creative, and even grow your
own food. Each person from the team added something different – we have
a bullet journal, time capsule, letter writing & pen pal kit, colouring and
cartoons, grow your own vegetable garden, and a canvas art kit. Our goal is
to keep people engaged in a time where isolation is causing many of us to
feel depressed and disconnected.

Meet Thuy
I have worked with Thuy since the fall and have gotten to know her as a person
who is very social and always trying to help others. Through BCC, she was
working on finding new friends through a belly dancing class, and exploring
romantic relationships through Let’s Get Real events and Real Talk pizza parties.
She had also just started a new volunteer position at a local thrift store before
COVID-19 started. Since mid-March, she has been in self-isolation with her
family who speaks mostly Vietnamese. She’s been struggling with boredom,
unable to see her friends or go to her job. The only way for her to connect with
the outside world was through phone calls and Facebook messenger. Helping
Thuy to explore new platforms online posed a challenge as I wasn’t able to sit
with her in person. But she was so excited to receive a gardening activity kit
that she insisted on planting her seeds right away as we had our first face to
face conversation in two months. It felt good to be able to offer something
positive to her, and see her smiling face again.
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The Power of Technology
My Custom Kitchen Bench
Contributed by Cathy Miller, with assistance from Michael Macatiag,
Columbia House
My name is Cathy Miller and I live at Columbia House. I had been
waiting for a long time for the arrival of my customized kitchen bench.
This bench was designed specifically for my daily use while I am at my
favorite spot in the kitchen. The measurements, materials and colors
were selected by myself and professionals from Ability. Once selected,
the waiting game began...
Previously, I used two dining chairs that were strapped together to
accommodate my needs, however, this method did not work as I had
some trouble with the way they were set up. I needed something that
would be safer and sturdier while at the same time comfortable for my
daily use.
It was then suggested that I use my power wheelchair in the meantime
until my custom bench arrived but it too was bulky and had some
control issues when trying to get into proper position at my special
place in the kitchen.
After multiple attempts at different options, I opted to use my manual
wheelchair. My manual wheelchair was indeed more comfortable, safer
and less bulky. But it did limit my mobility as I can’t move my manual
chair independently.
At last! One day I got a phone call from my friends at Ability that my
bench was ready to be delivered! My custom-made kitchen bench
that I had waited for, for months had finally arrived the same day! It is
everything that I wanted and more.
I instantly recognized that I liked sitting on my bench better than any
other option I’ve used before. On one side, my new bench includes a
step allowing me to get on and off independently and on the other side
there is a railing ensuring my safety. It is very wide and enables me to
bend easily and move around to work on my crossword puzzles and of
course, my favorite activity, BAKING!
I am so happy I can do more now. I can move independently with ease
and comfort, and love being on my new ‘throne’ as one of
the royal princesses at Columbia House.
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Contributed by Samantha Gregory,
Journey Facilitator, Explore
A few months ago, I ordered a new phone through my
provider (Koodo Mobile), and they accidentally sent me
two! With much collaboration, they agreed to donate
the second phone to one of my participants, Rosie Burns,
and provided a few months of free service. Rosie has
NEVER had a phone before - and through my work with
her in Explore, she identified the theme of her goals to
be ‘Independence’. Since she has vision impairment,
the phone has been adapted (with help from her staff
members) to open up new experiences and levels of
understanding for her!
Rosie would never have had an opportunity to use a
phone and try this out without this fluke. It is purely from
the generosity of Koodo that made this possible. So much
has changed for her since this – she now has an email
address, and makes calls and send texts on the phone.
She is looking at learning to use Zoom and video calls!
The timing couldn’t have been better to get this phone,
because of the isolation that could have been felt much
more severely during COVID-19. We are in a new world of
tech and it is great to see someone thrive and adapt to
using it so effectively to achieve their goals!

Here’s a few photos from around our community to
brighten your day. If you have any stories of resilience,
beauty and joy, we welcome you to share them with us.

Stay healthy and take care of yourselves.
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These are extraordinary times, and we want to acknowledge all the essential workers who
leave their home, to keep us safe, to keep us fed, and to keep us healthy. From hospital staff
to supermarket workers to our front line team members – we’re grateful for you.
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“We Miss You Colin!”
Contributed by Colin and Cheryl, Shared Living
On May the 8th, Colin received a really cool gift by email – a 9
minute and 35 second video featuring personalized greetings
from 48 past and present staff at Science World! While the
dome is temporarily shut down due to COVID-19, Colin’s
friends wanted to make sure that he knew that he was loved
and missed. Colin has been a member for at least 10 years, and
visits the silver dome twice a week. His friend Chelsea from
Admissions made sure to share a photo of the two of them
from nearly a decade ago in her contribution!
Throughout the video, each friend took a turn to share a
thought, best wishes and memories of the things they used
to do together, or chat about. Colin’s friends did science
experiments in their homes (everything short of blowing
things up!), made balloon animals, baked, served and ate
pizza in his honour, mentioned some of his or their favourite
movies, musicians, hobbies and more!
Colin’s infectious personality has touched team members in
every department – from membership to admissions, events
and exhibitions. The video includes lots of insider jokes that
only Colin, Clyde and the staff would truly understand.
The video also gives Colin the opportunity to take a peek
into their lives. He got to see his friends’ homes (where many
are still working,) met some partners, saw really cute pets,
and even virtually met a baby! The little one’s mom added
that she looks forward to introducing Colin to her son in
person soon.
This heartfelt gift was coordinated by Brian Anderson, a
long time staff member, who writes: “Everyone at Science
World loves and misses Colin.” Along with the video, he
shared Science World’s latest show, “The Dome at Home,”
which was created for their 31st anniversary, and which he
thought Colin might enjoy. You can see it here, too:
https://www.scienceworld.ca/dome-at-home/

Science World’s doors are currently closed
but the experimentation, curiosity and fun
can continue right in your living room. We
can’t wait to welcome you back to Science
World when circumstances allow it but in the
meantime we’ll be here to ignite wonder and
curiosity from our dome to your home.
Visit us at: www.scienceworld.ca
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VIRTUAL GATHERINGS
EXPERIENCES

&

Staying Connected During
Physical Distancing
With some warmer weather on the way, a lot of us
are missing the events and activities we would usually
participate in. While we can’t gather in person to enjoy our regular inperson events, we can still stay social and connected online. There are so
many virtual experiences you can enjoy from the comfort of your home.
Physical distancing doesn’t have to mean the end of social isolation!

CoMakeDo
Keep your social life active with chats, classes
and digital cafés from CoMakeDo!
CoMakeDo is a new platform that brings
together Kudoz, Real Talk, and Meraki, along with
experiences to connect neurodiverse folks with
self, community, and the wider world. These
live events take place online using YouTube,
Facebook, and Zoom, and over the phone, for those without Internet access.
You can: learn to cook something new, try a fun craft or DIY project, get
moving with a dance class or kickboxing lesson, and connect with your
community through new events each week!
Visit www.comakedo.ca to check out the weekly calendar and sign up for
email updates. All gatherings are free, open, and designed to bring a dose
of delight, a taste of togetherness, and a moment of meaning to these
strange times. Don’t let technology be a barrier to joining in. They can
hook folks up with free loaner devices (with Zoom installed) and 1:1 tech
coaching. Get in touch.

Shelter
in Place
You are warmly invited to participate
(from a safe distance) in a photographic
exploration of life during the COVID-19
pandemic.
We want to capture your stories of
coping, adjusting, and thriving during
this uncertain time.

To participate,
contact: Galen@
buildingcaringcommunities.ca

CoMakeDo is a shared resource developed in partnership between posAbilities, BACI, Kinsight, and InWithForward.

Laurel Behaviour Support Services Moves Online

Laurel is here to work with you as you cope with and make adjustments to your routines during this
pandemic. We have moved several of our programs to virtual platforms making it more accessible to
individuals, families and caregivers. Skill development trainings such as LINK!, Connect with PEERS® and
Triple P®, are all now delivered online. For more information, contact Laurel at: laurel@posAbilities.ca
or (778) 945-1435 and visit them online: www.laurelbc.ca
Here’s the #Limitless crew participating in Connect with PEERS® online! Even though there were a few
technology issues, everyone got online and was happy to see each other.

posAbilities’ Virtual INCLUSION Art Show & Sale
A year ago, we had our most successful art show to date. The art was phenomenal, sales were brisk and
attendance was at an all-time high. This year, we find ourselves having to re-envision the art show due
to public health orders. But we are excited to announce that our show is moving online this year! We’re
busy planning how this will all unfold and we’re excited to share those details with you soon. We look
forward to continuing to host a truly unique show that celebrates creativity, community, and diverse
abilities. Stay tuned for more details and visit us at: www.inclusionartshow.com
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FAMILIES MATTER

Contributed by Monique Nelson,
Director of Community Engagement

SECTOR NEWS
Federal Supports for Canadians with Disabilities
Address COVID-19 Challenges
On June 5, 2020, the federal government announced support to
help Canadians with disabilities deal with extra expenses during the
pandemic. Our Prime Minister said, “We know Canadians living with
disabilities are facing significant challenges during this difficult time, with
some experiencing job insecurity and others seeing increased costs for
personal support workers, medication, and medical supplies. As we work
together to restart the economy, we must continue to protect health
and safety, and ensure the right supports are in place for all Canadians.”
This support includes a special one-time, tax-free payment to individuals
who are certificate holders of the Disability Tax Credit as of June 1, 2020,
for $600. Seniors who receive Old Age Security or the Guaranteed Income
Supplement, can access both benefits for a total value of $600. People
who are eligible for this special payment will receive it automatically.
The Government of Canada also recognizes that people with disabilities
are at higher risk of job loss during economic downturns. To help
Canadians with disabilities get and maintain good jobs so they can
continue to support themselves and their families, the government will
invest in community organizations with resources to improve workplace
accessibility; including their capacity to set-up accessible and effective
work-from-home arrangements. A further investment will be made in
the Accessible Technology Program. For more information, please visit
the government’s website, here.
We thank Al Etmanski, and The Hon. Carla Qualtrough, Minister of
Employment, Workforce Development and Disability Inclusion for their
work and leadership as co-chairs of the federal COVID-19 Disability
Advisory Committee.

Provincial Website Creates New COVID-19 Supports
for People with Disabilities
The Province of BC has created a new plain language webpage about
COVID-19 Supports for People with Disabilities. Click here for information
about income or disability assistance, services to adults with disabilities,
children and youth with disabilities and their families, and assistance for
low-income seniors.

IMPACT - Youth Employment Research Project Seeks
Participants
The goal of the IMPACT Project is to develop a program to improve
employment outcomes for youth ages 15-19 who have developmental
disabilities and/or autism spectrum disorder (ASD). The researchers
will study and determine the advantages of and best practices for
early employment interventions for transitioning youth. Researchers
from University of British Columbia are partnering with posAbilities
and seven other community living agencies across BC to conduct the
study. If you would you like to learn more, please see the poster on
www.pesworks.ca and contact Ramanjit Manhas at (604) 291-1902
or employment@posabilities.ca . Registration will close by the end of
June, 2020.

Tell Us a Bit About Your Pandemic Learning Journey!
We invite you to participate in our Pandemic Learning project! You can
contribute independently using this online tool or get in touch with
Emily Hein, one of our Community Connectors. Emily can schedule a
phone call or Zoom meeting to answer any questions you have, and to
write down your examples of the things you’ve been going through. This
information will help us prepare for future crises. You can reach Emily by
phone 778.706.3254 or email Emily@buildingcaringcommunities.ca

posAbilities Weekly Updates
We hope that you find posAbilities’ weekly pandemic updates informative and
reassuring. During uncertain times, we communicate often, and have developed
resource pages on both the Laurel Behaviour Support Services and posAbilities’
websites, so that you can easily find trusted information about the pandemic,
government funded programs and services, counselling, advocacy, and health and
wellness activities to engage and inspire you. We include art, fitness, and educational
programs too, and all resources are particularly helpful for individuals who have
disabilities and their families. If you’d like more information, or have a resource to
share, please contact us at: communications@posAbilities.ca
A special thanks to everyone who has contributed resources. A special shout
out to family member Sandi Bains for starting up a series of adapted Yoga Mama
sessions for her brother, and all the people of posAbilities to enjoy!

240-4664 Lougheed Hwy, Burnaby, BC, V5C 5T5
Tel (604) 299-4001 • Fax (604) 299-0329

posAbilities.ca
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